Agreement reached between the HVO and the BH Army on 10 May 1993 in the presence of PMEZ /European Community Monitoring Mission/ and UNPROFOR

1. The withdrawal of all BH Army soldiers from Hrasnica, apart from Gurići settlement. Both the HVO and the BH Army are forbidden to take new positions in Hrasnica, and the Brigade Commanders are responsible for this.

2. The locals in Hrasnica may carry out agricultural activities without hindrance, which will be guaranteed by both commanders, and security and protection will be provided by two police officers each from the HVO and the BH Army.

3. All captured members of the HVO and the BH Army are to be released immediately, and the two Brigade Commanders are responsible for this.

4. All MTS /technical equipment and materiel/ must be collected and returned to BH Army members, as well as HVO resources, especially the resources which were taken from Colonel Miro ANDRIĆ.
Signed:

Commander of the Dr Ante Starčević Brigade

Zrinko TOKIĆ /signed/ 317th Mountain Brigade

/signed/ Enver ZEJNILAGIĆ

/stamp REPUBLIC OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
CROATIAN COMMUNITY OF HERCEG BOSNA
GORNJI VAKUF
ANTE STARČEVIĆ BRIGADE
DEFENCE SECTION/

Deputy Commander of the HVO 2nd Military Police Battalion

Miroslav SANDIĆ

Commander of UNPROFOR

Graham BINNS /signed/

Representative of the PZEM

Philip WATKINS /signed/